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What we’ve done…..

Research Phase 3 - Quantitative Survey
Semi-structured online survey designed to key questions following 6 focus groups and a
closed, 5 day, online community with 50 active participants.
Survey had 21 questions, including demographic questions and one open-ended question.
Soft launched prior to full launch.
Survey live for 6 weeks from 15th June to 28th July.
Survey promoted by 4insight to our representative Jersey panel of 3,800 plus on social
media.
Additionally promoted by Government of Jersey on social and traditional media.
2,447 sets achieved from 2,628 responses, a great and representative sample.
A mix of islanders across broad social demographics; age, ethnicity, income etc.
All the data has been weighted to the latest population data, 2019 from Statistics Jersey.
All data presented here is this weighted data.
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Public Survey Results
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18% of the sample currently use Fort Regent

67% of respondents who have never
used Fort Regent were under the age of
55.

83% of respondents aged 17-24 are
not currently using Fort Regent.

n=2447
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Overall, Fort Regent perceived important to the island

Mean 8.2

Younger respondents aged 17-24 were more likely to
give a lower rating of importance (Mean 6.9).
n=2447
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Majority currently access the Fort by car

Other:
x20 Bus
X2 Public Transport
x5 Mobility scooter
x1 Taxi
X1 Wheelchair
n=2447

7

Majority satisfied with the first stage regeneration plans

Mean 6.4

●
●
n=2131

Younger respondents aged 17-24 more likely to score the first stage plans higher (Mean 6.9).
Older respondents aged 66+ more likely to score the plans lower (Mean 5.6).
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Cable car from Waterfront, car and lift from Snow hill most popular

●

●

●
Other:

n=2145

x16 Cable car from Snow Hill
x14 Mobility scooter
x2 Stairs from Snow Hill
x2 Wheelchair accessible vehicle
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The most preferred mode
of transport for
respondents aged 17-55
was cable car.
Respondents aged 55+
most prefered mode of
transport was by car.
Note that in the focus
groups snow hill lift was
most popular and cable
car less popular when
practicality and likely fee
for use was explained

Younger respondents on average more satisfied with the proposed longer term
aspirations for the Fort regeneration

Mean 6.5
Younger respondents
(17-35) on average
scored the longer
term aspirations
higher for satisfaction
(Mean 7.5)

n=1947
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Respondents most excited re Winter Gardens and least excited re a Hotel
Most

Q. From the list of proposed activities below, please select the ones that you are most
excited about...

Males were more
excited about a
casino (40%)
compared to
females (25%).

Least
n=1841
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Most agree, 77% that the long term aspirations justify adaptations to the Fort
Q. To what extent do you agree with the following statement...

n=1922
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61% agree that the long term aspirations may involve altering or replacing
the current roof
Q. To what extent do you agree with the following statement...

Older respondents
(55+) were more
likely to disagree
compared to
younger
respondents who
were more likely
to agree.

n=1902
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Most agree, 65% that the Government should retain ownership
Q. To what extent do you agree with the following statement...

n=1771
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Majority agree, 73% an arm’s length company should manage the development
Q. To what extent do you agree with the following statement...

n=1786
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Most agree, 69% that it’s essential major development involves private sector
investment
Q. To what extent do you agree with the following statement...

n=1796
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Majority agree, 72% that the development could support ambitions of attracting
more tourists

n=1863
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Appendix
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Survey Demographics-a good representative mix

n=2447

n=1822
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All the data was
weighted to latest age
population data from
Statistics Jersey 2019
and this weighted data
was used for the
analysis and this
presentation.

Survey Demographics

n=1827

n=1833
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Survey Demographics

n=1832
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Survey Demographics

n=1206
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Survey Demographics
n=1825

n=1830
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Fort Regent
Focus Groups & Online Community
Full Results Presentation

Research Aims and Objectives
The research project aim was to engage islanders and explore their views on the potential concepts/plans for the long
term development of Fort Regent and inform forward communication plans.
Specific objectives included exploring perceptions and engaging islanders addressing the following:
● The Fort’s concepts within the various stages; 1-3 years, 4-8 years
● Trade offs islanders are prepared to make
● Access issues eg possible access from Snow Hill
● Views on the possible siting of a hotel
● Potential inclusion of a casino
● Heritage aspects
● Economic impact potential, eg generate significant tourist visits whilst providing facilities for locals
● Attitudes to utilising private investment to support the development
● Starting the islander engagement process and taking them on this journey

Outcome: The start of islanders engagement on the potential concepts/plans and help support the forward
communication plans.
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Qualitative Methodology & Engagement
Focus groups

Online community

6 focus groups with islanders from a broad mix of sociodemographics, 31 respondents in total.
The groups were conducted between April 6th and 14th.
All participants had been screened to an agreed
screener questionnaire.

The closed, professional online research community
incorporated a welcome warm up task (3 facts; 2 true, 1
false exercise), a private diary area, 5 open chat forums,
masked responses, collage tasks, polls and live moderation
24/7 over 5 days with daily monitoring.
The community ran from early 19th April until 23rd April,
capturing live in the moment views.

Each group lasted about 90 minutes and was conducted
to an agreed discussion/topic guide incorporating
some stimulus slides of potential plans by phase and
included some projective and enabling techniques.

As well as participating in the requested chat discussions
about heritage, access, potential plans by phase and
ownership/private investment involvement/management,
participants uploaded 2 x image collages. These collages
revealed views at an emotional level and were interpreted
in their own mindset.

The qualitative focus groups were professionally
moderated by a senior member of 4insight utilising
initial scene setting and Neuro Linguistic Programming
(NLP) to eliminate any potential ‘group think’, frame
the discussion and questions, plus elicit perceptions
and forward ideas in respondents representative
style.

In total 54 islanders were added to the community with
50 active, engaged respondents throughout.
There was a good mix across social demographics.
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Focus Groups Results
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Overall themes - focus groups
Access
Nostalgia
●Nostalgia was a key theme for respondents when discussing
Fort Regent. Many expressed happy memories for either
themselves, their children or their parents. Those who did not
grow up in Jersey reported knowing others who have fond
memories.
●Overall, respondents felt expressed sadness about the current
state of the Fort compared. Majority requested that the Fort
be regenerated to provide facilities for Jersey’s future.

●Access was perceived as a key issues for Fort Regent. Many
felt the overall access to the Fort was “inconvenient”.
●The main future access request was for a lift from Snow Hill.

Affordability
●Once the proposed changes were discussed, affordability
for islanders was discussed and felt important.
●Many called for a yearly subscription service to access most
of the activities, especially those with families.

Ownership
●Majority preferred the ownership staying within
the Government of Jersey, with management by
an arms-length organisation.

Activities for all and all ages
●After reviewing the potential plans, the majority were very
impressed and happy, if some were a little skeptical.
●They called for a wide variety of activities for all ages, to
attract and entertain the different audiences.
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Overall Fort Regent was important to all respondents
Overall, Fort Regent was deemed very important to respondents due to nostalgic reasons. It was
also seen as important to the Island for the provision of activities and as an iconic building /
landmark.
Those who have used Fort Regent when they were younger had strong, fond memories of the
jungle-gym, cable cars, aquarium, swimming pool and general use of the Fort.
Majority expressed sadness of how the Fort has not been maintained, “it has disappeared and
disintegrated, it’s such a large space, so much potential”
Many mentioned the large space being a waste, and called for regeneration
“Basically it's so dilapidated, nobody
uses it like we did, the swimming
pool, it was allowed to vanish”
“The playground was naff but
it was amazingly naff”

“Pretty important, to the island more
so than me personally, used to be this
magical land, the kids don't see it like
that anymore, it’s so cold and
empty.”
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“The versatility, you go for a
show, then a week later
you’re doing netball in the
same area”

Heritage not important but valued by most
Heritage wasn’t viewed as important to respondents compared to the need for regeneration.
Majority of respondents were neutral about the Heritage value due to not associating the Fort as
an important historical location compared to Elizabeth Castle or Mont Orgueil
“Still important but doesn't affect my life”
Most were more concerned with the Fort now being a “waste of space”, there was a strong call
for the Fort to be regenerated for better use.
Views were valued by many, some mentioned feelings of nostalgia due to walking around the
Fort when they were younger and remembering beautiful gardens.
The roof of Fort Regent was valued by a few due to being iconic, a couple referred to the
“dome” being “the largest constructed roof in Europe”.
“I’m shocked, they've talked about reinventing
it but nothing's been done so this shows (the
slides) you can have a lot of progress, it's quite
inspirational.”

“Heritage aspects but use of it for the last few
years outweighs it, we have other places in
Jersey such as Elizabeth Castle, using it for
modern purposes suits everyone better.”
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Overall call for better access, lift from Snow Hill preferred
Many expressed frustration over the access to Fort Regent
Currently most drive to the Fort, whereas those who live nearby would walk
Many mentioned how there used to be cable cars from Snow Hill. Once asked about this
as an idea, respondents felt this could create “a nice day out” or be beneficial as a
tourist attraction. However, not many would actually use this access option. This
response was the same when asked about cable cars from the Waterfront.
Other access options:
● Shuttle bus was positive but some felt it would not be used
● Petit Train was positive for families or having “a nice day out”, however most wouldn’t use this option as perceived it
wouldn’t be convenient

Overall the option for a lift from Snow Hill was positively received. Most felt this would create an easier and quicker way to
get to Fort Regent. Some felt there would need to be multiple lifts otherwise groups of people would be waiting a while. This
idea was also positively received by a disabled user.
“You’d need several lifts, Luxembourg
has 3 lifts 24/7 in places, but you need
to keep them clean.”

“I’d walk but depends what I'm going for, if a
concert then cable car sounds fun, if I’m going up
for sport probably wouldn't use Petit Train...it’s all
about the target audience, who you want to
address.”
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“You need to give people access,
we always do whatever's quickest,
this would be quick”

Access - Lift from Snow Hill most popular option
Most respondents were happy with additional access to
the Fort from Snow Hill. Perceived a good location for
tourists and locals to use. Few concerns over congestion
when heavy traffic at concerts etc.

Those suggesting a cable car were mostly being
nostalgic and did not want it from Waterfront as
perceived far away from town centre. Positive that it
would be an attraction in its own right.

Many respondents currently travel to the Fort by car
so wanted more or improved parking provisions
either at Pier Road or elsewhere.

There were mixed views on the shuttle bus. Some
felt it worked well for the recent vaccinations but
others thought it may not be able to keep up with
demand
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Majority of respondents were happy with the first phase proposed ideas
●
●

Majority of respondents were very happy and pleasantly surprised with the proposed first phase of regeneration.

Overall, most happy with the different types of gardens proposed, many would use this “on a sunny day to go and eat my
lunch”. Many felt there was a strong need for the ideas to cover all age groups. Such as garden walks, art exhibitions and
“Creepy Valley-like outdoor activities”.

●

The art and cultural ideas were liked, there was a mention for the need for different types of exhibitions to create more
interest.

●

Many felt the affordability was really important when regenerating the Fort, especially for families. There was a call for
subscription options, respondents expected this subscription would be similar to the likes of Jersey Heritage and Durrell.

●
●

Some also mentioned an outdoor climbing wall for children and adults would be a great idea.

At this stage, respondents started to talk about other ideas they’d like to have such as a large venue area for concerts, a
casino, a regenerated jungle-gym and restaurants.

●

Respondents expressed a lack of faith in the States to make key decisions, and felt these ideas were brilliant but assumed it
would not be carried out.

●

Some worried about moving all the sport activities out of the Fort, and called for a designated hub elsewhere just for sport.

“Why wasn’t that done 10
years ago!”

“It's fabulous, outdoor and indoor, just think mental health and obesity
is a massive issue for children, affordability is huge, not just for tourism,
has to be for locals too”

“That’s amazing, definitely would go up there, art galleries,
nice and cultural, I’d take classes up there, love the idea of it
changing, adapting to the world, people won't get bored.”

“It used to be concerts, careers fairs, exhibitions, multi
functional spaces are brilliant, people live in small homes,
big spaces are so important.”
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Most happy with the second phase proposed ideas, mix of opinions on the
hotel and casino
Overall respondents were happy with the second phase of regeneration plans.
Conflicting opinions on the hotel and the casino; some felt the hotel would be a really good idea if it was mid to high range, it would
create an option for a staycation or for family to come over. However some felt there wouldn't be the demand or it would cause
issues for other hotels.
Those who liked the hotel felt it would be a good idea to have the conference rooms in the hotel.
The casino created mixed opinions (14 x For, 5 x Maybe, 8 x Against), some did not like this option due to moral attitudes or they felt
it would be too controversial and would not be used. Most were neutral about having a casino but worried about children being near
it. Those who liked the idea would use it for fun events such as work dos or stag or hen dos.
Many liked having trendy and mid to high range restaurants and bars, some also requested a nightclub.
Overall having a large venue space was extremely positive and respondents felt this could attract international acts.

The cinema was liked if it was “boutique-y” and “niche”. They also felt this could be used for small acts or comedy evenings.
The idea for a bowling alley was liked due to the location being more central than the bowling in St Peter.
Some requested a few retail options similar to Liberty Wharf, but different shops to avoid taking their business away.
“Instead of going to town, go to the Fort have food and
drinks, not having to go to town, would be lovely.”
“They should be braver to say we're putting it in there, they're funding
it etc, just try it, it’s a great big space, rammed with people and if
made vibrant. Shouldn't be too afraid, some people will just moan, but
politicians are scared to change the Fort.”

“Don’t think theres garden stuff elsewhere, our generation was let down
by the Government for attractions and activities, got passed the stage of
wanted to go and use trampoline parks, if done 20 years ago would've
been great my parents said it was great back in the day.”
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Call for Fort Regent to stay in ownership of GoJ, however managed by an
arm’s length company
Overall respondents wanted Fort Regent to stay in the ownership of the Government of Jersey.
They requested that there would be a small, dedicated and passionate team to manage it
however use a private commercial company to overall run and create the regeneration. The
respondents preferred an arm’s length company to help the project be moved forward quickly.
They also suggested bringing in local talent to help with the project such as the owner of Creepy
Valley.
Respondents also suggested that the businesses that would be in the Fort, such as the hotel and
restaurants, would be private so would generate rent, creating profit to be put back into the
Fort’s maintenance.
Respondents expected subscription options (similar to Durrell or Jersey Heritage) to be able to
access the Fort, however areas like the gardens or outdoor playground were expected to be free.
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Exercise: “The key aspects to include in the Fort plans are...

Respondents were asked to complete the above
sentence on their individual self-complete sheet.
There was a multitude of different answers but
also some popular choices

The two most popular aspects to include were:
ensuring the Fort is a place for all Islanders to enjoy
as well as creating a large performance venue for
concerts and exhibitions. They both had 9 mentions

7 respondents mentioned access as a key aspect
to include as they felt that any development
would be pointless if it’s not easily accessible

There were also 7 mentions of the botanical gardens
/ Eden Project type garden. It was very popular due
to being an affordable activity and benefiting mental
and physical health of Islanders

The need for quality, non-States management
was mentioned 5 times as people want the States
to own but not run the Fort.
The Fort must be an affordable place to spend
time. This was mentioned 4 times.

There were 3 mentions each for a potential hotel and /
or restaurant and 2 mentions for a casino. People
perceived a need for some sort of hospitality to
entertain adult Islanders up at the Fort
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Exercise: “Fort Regent needs investment because…”
Respondents were asked to complete this
sentence as a part of their self-complete
sheet. There were a variety of different
answers but also some common themes

10 respondents brought up the rundown,
deteriorating condition of the Fort. 2 also
said that putting off an investment now
would result in a larger sum being
required later on

There were 14 spontaneous mentions that
the Fort had the potential to be a great
asset for the Island if there was substantial
investment
“It is an iconic part of the
Island's history and its central
location is ideal for a world
class facility”

The idea that the Fort was an iconic
landmark and an important feature of
Jersey was mentioned 6 times. The need to
attract locals and visitors to the Fort was
also mentioned 6 times
“The potential is there, this site is part of the future of
our island. Please, please take this seriously. Many of us
are so proud to live in Jersey”

“It is very run down at the moment and to get it up to speed
and nice again it will need proper investment”

Other reasons that were mentioned included: the fact it was currently a
‘Wasted space’ (x5) and the idea that it should be used as a boost for
tourism (x2)
37

Community Results
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Overall themes - community
Phase 1 plans
●

History and access
●
●

Overall the phase 1 plans were very well received,
especially the gardens and event space

Overall, call for history to remain and be rejuvenated, overall
renovation and better access
Preferred access to Fort Regent from Day 2 poll was a cable car
from the Waterfront, closely followed by a lift from Snow Hill

Ownership
●

Phase 2 plans
●

Overall the phase 2 plans were well received,
mixed opinion on the bowling alley, cinema,
hotel & casino

Mixed views on management, most felt ownership should
remain with the Government

Response to the overall proposed regeneration
●After reviewing the potential plans, the majority were very
impressed and happy, however some were unsure of whether
these plans would be carried out.
●However many expressed thankfulness and hope for the
regeneration of the Fort
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Overall, call for history to remain and be rejuvenated, overall renovation and better access
Day 2 discussion & questions asked:
1. How do you view the heritage aspects of the Fort? (We showed images of Fort Regent in 1800’s, 1960’s & current roof)
2. How do you usually access the Fort?
3. What would be your preferred access/mode of transport to the Fort, assuming there is something to attract you there? E.g: Drive by car?
Walk? Shuttle bus? Petit Train? A lift from Snow Hill? (Showed photo) Cycle? A cable car link from the Waterfront?

Overall, the historical importance of Fort Regent
was recognised. Many requested that the
historical elements remain and were rejuvenated
to remember the island’s history.
Some requested the history to remain in order to
educate young islanders about Jersey.
Many were amazed by the photos shown, the
scrapyard in particular.

For some, the need for regeneration
was stronger than focussing on keeping
the current structures.
Majority of participants called for
renovation of the Fort, and expressed
great sadness of its current state.

The preferred access/mode of transport to the Fort was mixed between driving, a lift from
Snow Hill and a cable car link from the Waterfront.

Current or previous modes of transport to Fort
Regent were primarily driving and walking.
Those who walk to access the Fort live or work in
town.
Mix use of Pier Road car park and Fort Regent car
park.
Some of those who use the gym will use the
“steep steps” for a warm up routine.
Those with disabilities only drive to access Fort
Regent.

Those who would still just drive felt it was more convenient and within their routine.
The lift was strongly positively received by participants and they perceived it would have high
demand - one mentioned it may not work due to too much demand.
The cable car from the Waterfront was mostly positive, participants perceived it would create a
great tourist attraction as well as a “whole day out”. Those who disagreed with this idea felt
that there would not be enough demand or that it would be inconvenient or weather
dependent.

Some participants liked the idea of a
shuttle bus, as well as the Petit Train
however discussed a possible lack of
demand and inconvenience for
general islanders.

Preferred access to Fort Regent from Day 2 poll was a cable car link from the
Waterfront, closely followed by a lift from Snow Hill

n=47
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Overall the phase 1 plans were well received especially the gardens and event space
Day 3 discussion & questions asked:
First, we asked the participants to review the slides for the potential plans for PHASE 1 - 1 – 3 years
1. What are your opinions on this proposed new first phase? E.g. Outdoor adventure area? Outdoor play area? Gardens? Heritage walks?
Large flexible event space?
2. How could the uses be maximised?

Overall, the proposed plans for phase 1 were very
well received.
The main positives were:
● The gardens and heritage walks
● Large flexible event space for concerts,
performances, conferences etc
● Outdoor play area for families
● Adventure areas (for all ages)

●

Some also requested:
● A swimming pool
● Climbing wall
● More heritage focus
● An indoor ski slope
A cafe and picnic areas within the
gardens

Many requested clarity at
this stage on how these
activities would be funded.

Many felt these first phase proposed idea
would be suited to all ages, and would go to
Fort Regent
However some requested more options for
teeneagers such as a skate park

Many did not like “Colourspace” and referred to it as “a waste of space” due to
confusion of what it is, how permanent it is and what it would be used for, however a
few felt it would be very unique for Jersey
Some expressed hesitation toward options such as the gardens and outdoor areas due
it being weather dependent
For some there was a call for more ideas regarding the markets
There was an overall call for more “food areas” different types such as cafes,
restaurants, bars and food options for those vegetarian

Overall the phase 2 plans were well received, mixed opinion on the bowling alley,
cinema, hotel & casino
Day 4 discussion & questions asked:
First, we asked the participants to review the slides for the potential plans for phase 2 of the regeneration of the Fort.
1.
What are your opinions on this proposed second phase? E.g. Heritage route? Linear park/walking route? Arts & Culture?
Restaurants/cafes/bars? Events/Conference venue? Hotel? Cinema? Bowling? Casino?
2.
Is there anything else that you would really like to see included in future plans?

Majority of participants liked the gardens,
especially “walkways in the sky”.
However some hesitated about the demand
of this option if there was already outdoor
gardens (phase 1).

Other positively received options:
Many liked the option of having many different
restaurant/bar/cafe options.
A large space for events/conferences and the
ability to be flexible to change to other
performances, as well as a theatre.
The leisure box for families

Overall there was a mix of opinion on
having a new cinema or bowling alley.
Some felt it wouldn’t be needed due to
there these already existing. Yet some
felt these options would be much more
niche and small, and wouldn’t be
competing with cinework and the
bowling alley in St Peter.

●
●
●
●
●

Additional requests:
A swimming pool
Gym/sports
Ice rink
An indoor skate park
Ski slope

There were mixed opinions on having a hotel
within the Fort (34% for, 27% against, 39%
unsure). The overall reason for hesitation was due
to the perception that there is already “enough
hotels” in Jersey. Others felts this would created a
“staycation” and great “getaway”.
Overall, some liked the idea of a casino (40% for,
34% against, 26% unsure), perceiving to create
great attraction both locally and for tourists. Some
had reservations about whether there was
demand for a casino, and the rest disliked the idea
completely. Some perceived it would be good idea
if the hotel incorporated a casino, gym and spa.

Mixed views on management, most felt ownership should remain with the
Government
Day 5 discussion & questions asked:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Do you think the Fort should remain in States ownership? Why/why not? If not what should happen to the ownership? How about creating an arm's
length organisation similar to Ports of Jersey for the Fort?
REVIEW SLIDE BELOW - How do you think any regeneration of the Fort could be funded? Use of some private funding? Balance of public to private
funding?
Would you pay for use of some of these facilities? Which? Expect discounted rates or subscription approach for locals versus tourists? If not, how
would they be funded?
Do you think this potential development could support the ambitions of attracting more tourists? Which facilities in particular?
Is there anything else not yet discussed related to the regeneration on Fort Regent?

Overall, respondents were happy to pay for
some attractions but felt others should be free.
For example, the outdoor botanical gardens and
all play areas should be free to use whereas
people would expect to pay for go-karting or
bowling etc. Many felt it should be free to visit
the Fort and not participate in activities. They
felt this would also increase footfall and entice
vendors

There were positive reactions to suggestions of
using an annual / monthly subscription service
similar to at Durrell or Jersey Heritage. This
would need to be affordable as to allow the
average Jersey family to use the Fort

Respondents were happy with a mix of
public and private funding. They felt
that some taxpayers money could be
used as the public will benefit from the
Fort regeneration. However, they also
appreciated that some private funding
would be needed as it will be an
expensive project

There were mixed views on the impact
to tourism. Some felt that it would
attract more tourists to come for
concerts and conferences whereas
others felt it may just be useful for
existing tourists on rainy days

Most respondents felt the States should retain
majority ownership of the Fort. There were
worried feelings that, if sold off, the Fort would be
turned into high-end properties and thus not
provide anything for the public of Jersey
There was a perceived need for non-States
management of the Fort as respondents felt that
the States don’t have the expertise or ability to
manage the Fort effectively
There were mixed views on whether an arm’s
length corporation (similar to Ports of Jersey)
would work or whether we would be better using
a long-term lease system

Very positive reaction to the plans; 87% loved or liked the overall plans

n=47
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Key takeaways
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Focus group main themes included: Nostalgia, Access, Affordability, Activities for all ages & Ownership
Overall Fort Regent was important to all respondents
Heritage aspects not a key priority for most, although valued
Strong call for better access, lift from Snow Hill most popular
Majority of respondents were happy with the first phase proposed ideas
Most happy with the second phase proposed ideas, mix of opinions on the hotel and casino
Call for Fort Regent to stay in GoJ ownership, however maybe managed by an arm’s length company

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Community conclusions:
Overall, call for the Fort’s history to be retained and rejuvenated, overall renovation and improved access from town
Preferred access to Fort Regent from Day 2 poll was a cable car link from the Waterfront, closely followed by Snow Hill lift
The phase 1 plans were very well received especially the gardens, heritage walks and event space
The phase 2 plans were well received, although some mixed opinion on a bowling alley, cinema, hotel & casino
Overall potential plans had 87% either ‘love’ or ‘like them’
Mixed views on forward management, majority 88% felt ownership should remain with the Government however felt that
private investment involvement would be needed
Private Diary themes were memories, the need for renovation and optimism

●
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Focus Group Demographics
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Online Community Demographics
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